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TapTap is a free mobile app store that allows you to download and play various mobile games in other languages. This app store promotes many Asian games and apps, especially those from China. If you want to access foreign games that aren't offered in the most popular app stores, or if you're looking for games in your native Asian language, you can try
this app. Is TapTap a Chinese app? Most of the time, you'll get your apps from the Google Play Store or Apple App Store, depending on your operating system. You can also choose to get apps from third-party sources and install their files yourself. Now, you'll usually get English as the default language for apps, and you'll need to change it in the apps
themselves. However, this can be tricky for non-native English speakers and readers if they want a product that is in their own language. Luckily for Chinese and Asian users, they can get non-English apps through TapTap. As noted, it is an app store that offers Asian mobile apps and games. The default language is Chinese, but you can change it to
Japanese, Korean, and even English. Keep in mind that much of its selection consists of apps and games in their original Asian languages, though. Therefore, you won't be able to change in-app languages as easily. What's great about this app store is that it has familiar features all organized into an intuitive interface design. There are five main sections:
Home, Discover, Moments, Rankings and Library. See where you can find new apps, trending apps, and popular collections. The Moments section, on the other hand, has recommendations and groups. Meanwhile, ranking lists everything from highest to lowest if you prefer numbers and ratings. How to use TapTap? An interesting feature of TapTap is that it
is community-oriented and also looks like a social networking app. It is accurately based on player opinions in rating apps. Therefore, you can easily check how good a game or app is simply by reading user reviews displayed on each of their pages. However, since much of the demographic target is Asian, most of these reviews will be written in their own
language. These cannot be translated by changing language settings only. Downloading apps from this store is quite simple. Visit their page and click Install or the price tag button. The mobile version is easier to use since it doesn't need to scan the QR code that the TapTap website will elunce during download. Unfortunately, the app will sometimes use
social media platforms that you might not use, such as WeChat and QQ, to sign in. A nice alternativeOverall, TapTap is great for getting Asian games and apps in the default languages. Sometimes it can be hard to use if you don't fully speak the languages on offer and don't really use some of the apps' favorite social media sites.app. This app store still
offers user-centric features to help you find the right mobile apps. Although there is still no confirmed launch date for PUBG Mobile India, there have been suggestions about it coming soon. While the trailer is already out, the app's APK appears briefly on the web. Now, the app has reportedly appeared on the TapTap app store. As mentioned by several
reports, the app was presented in the pre-registration phase on the app store, but was shot down shortly. Last time, more than 300,000 PUBG players registered before the app was checked out. However, some say the app is back on the app store and being pre-registered. However, this page may not be completely legitimate. This is because the company
has not yet announced anything about pre-registration for PUBG Mobile India or when it will launch. Since nothing is confirmed for now, it could just be a completely different link with the aim of getting your information simply by playing on the PUBG Mobile India craze. However, we advise you to wait for the official announcement. Read also: PUBG Mobile
India closes at launch, is a registered company nowThis said, a recent report said the company was registered with the Ministry of Business Affairs with a paid investment of Rs 5 lakh with a total authorized capital of Rs 15 lakh. The company PUBG Mobile India was registered on November 21st and this is a solid step towards the PUBG Mobile India game
launched here soon too. The company's registration comes shortly after PUBG Corp.'s Diwali announcements PUBG Corp said at the time that it would set up an Indian subsidiary and put ₹100 million (ca. ₹739.72 crores). StoryPUBG Mobile is returning to India, in the form of a country-tailored application called PUBG Mobile India. Such a development
could happen sooner than people expected. BusinessToday.In | November 20th, 2020 | Updated 23:06 IST Previously, only Android alternatives were available Now, iOS users can enjoy pubg 1.0 update and a simple trick to change location works VPN services can also be used to play on iOS As sideload is not possible on iOS, Apple users have not been
able to circumvent the PUBG ban. iOS security and restriction protocols do not allow this sideload of APK and OBB files that Android users might. Jailbroken Apple devices are definitely an exception here. However, there is an alternative solution without the need to jailbreak your iOS device. To be specific, there are three ways to download and install PUBG
on iOS. One requires you to change the location of your country while the other through the use of VPN and the latest getting the Korean version of PUBG. Here are the steps to do both of these options. How to download pubg 1.0 update on iOS? PUBG has risen to its popularity as the best royale game out there because of the addictive gameplay and visual
aesthetics. However, the ban has meant that many teens were looking for alternatives, and some don't even want to switch from their beloved game. Read also: PUBG Mobile 1.0 Update Released: Steps To Download In India Another reason why people need to find an alternative to play is because of the amount of money they have spent on it. Professional
PUBG players, YouTubers and many serious players have spent a lot of money on the game. This ban was the biggest disappointment for these players. Therefore, these steps are very important for such iOS users to get back on the scene. Method 1: Edit Country Open the Apps section and tap the AccountTap icon on your account and tap
Country/Region. From the pop-up select any other country other than India. Now, provide the billing addressEnter a random name by random text under Street name and zoneFinally, select a region, and enter a zip code (You can get zip codes for the area from Google)Select the payment option as None.Save it, once you've done the App Store will restart on
your own. Now look for PUBG Mobile on the App Store and you can download the game without any hassle and play. Read also: PUBG To Cut Ties With Tencent To Bring Back PUBG Mobile In India Method 2: VPN Services Some people cannot play due to network provider restrictions. In these cases, a VPN server is the way to go. Although the
connection may be weak and unstable, it will at least allow you to play your favorite game. However, keep in mind that there will be network delays and a big change to be banned from the game. Download a VPN client as a VPN panda. Create accounts and sign in to the Client app. Now select the US servers from the list of servers and tap Connect. Keep
the VPN connection for as long as you want to play and otherwise you may be disconnected from the game. Method 3: Download the Korean version PUBG It is important to note that only the global version of PUBG is prohibited in India. This gives you the ability to download and enjoy the Korean version of the game. The steps are as follows: switch to
change the country as mentioned in method 1.Now change the country to South Korea and provide the necessary details. Search pubg and install the Korean version of PUBG mobile. Now you can play without any problems or the requirements of a VPN server. However, the problem with this method is that you have to start from scratch. This is because to
play the Korean version, you need to download a brand new account. Your old PUBG account won't work. This will definitely be a loss of progress but safer and more reliable than using a VPN. Read also: Fortnite could be banned from iOS for One year These steps will finally allow iOS users to return to their favorite game and enjoy the latest update. The
latest news brought a lot of graphical review to the game. In addition, the highly anticipated Erangel 2.0 has finally arrived. Here's a quick review of the flagship OnePlus OnePlus 8T killer device summarized in just 2 minutes. December 16, 2020You Can Make Someone Smile - Sell your old MOBILE PHONE NOWIn this day and age, every person relies more
on smartphones than anything else. We tend to have an old more smartphone lying there in our drawers - which we say is for emergencies! However, we must realize that it stays there and without giving its potential to the maximum.... December 14, 2020Vivo V20 Pro 5G Launched in India: price, specificationsDo after making a lot of fun of the smartphone,
Vivo V20 Pro 5G is finally launched in India. It is part of the series in the already launched Vivo V20 and Vivo V20 SE. This new variant offers a Qualcomm Snapdragon 765G SoC and has a triple camera configuration on the back. In addition, the phone also has... December 10, 2020This best under 40,000 mobile phones If you're looking to buy one of the
best smartphones under 40000 in 2020, you're in the right place! This price range has some of the best deals from all smartphone manufacturers today. In this range, you have the most premium offerings from manufacturers like Apple, Samsung, Oppo, and OnePlus. You can also get one... Waste management Manak Pvt Ltd. | Mez &amp; 1st Floor, A-83,
Okhla Industrial Area, Okhla Phase II, New Delhi-110020, India | CIN: U27205DL2009PTC190441Name of the person who can be contacted if you have any questions or complaints: Manoj Kumar* * All product names, logos and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. All company names, products and services used on this website are for
identification purposes only. The use of these names, logos and trademarks does not imply approval. Approval.
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